THIRTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION
OF THE
ART STUDENTS' LEAGUE
OF CHICAGO

JUNE SIXTEENTH TO AUGUST FIRST
NINETEEN HUNDRED THIRTY

THE ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO
THE COMING YEAR

AT THE OPENING of the Thirty-seventh Annual Exhibition of the Art Students' League of Chicago, is evident the renewed spirit which has taken a hold upon the organization. It is a prelude to a year of greater accomplishment during the school year of nineteen hundred thirty and thirty-one.

An extensive plan for exhibiting members' work at galleries, locally and elsewhere, has begun to function. Though for the most part the League shall concentrate upon its exhibitions, various other activities of value will be emphasized during the ensuing year. The renewed interest of alumni members, many now internationally prominent artists, will be solicited, and we shall seek to stimulate among our members a consciousness of the progress in our profession and to encourage a more convincing creativeness.
LIST OF OFFICERS FOR 1929-30

Kenneth Niss, President
Catherine O'Brien, Vice-President
Marjorie Peters, Secretary
Kam Young Wong, Treasurer

EXHIBITION COMMITTEE

Sydney S. Lovitz, Chairman
Rudolf Franz
Marjorie Peters
Betty Hancock
Lois Schildes

NEWLY ELECTED OFFICERS FOR 1930-31

Rudolf Franz, President
Sydney S. Lovitz, Vice-President
Marjorie Peters, Secretary
Betty Hancock, Treasurer
LIST OF AWARDS

William O. Goodman award of one hundred dollars to be divided:

One fifty dollar prize
One twenty-five dollar prize
One fifteen dollar prize
One ten dollar prize

Municipal Art League award of fifty dollars to be divided.

Alumni award of twenty-five dollars.

JURY OF SELECTION AND AWARDS

Mr. Frederick Victor Poole
Mr. Charles A. Wilimovsky
Mr. Willard Granton Smythe
Mr. Kenneth Neis
Miss Catherine O'Brien
JURY OF AWARDS

Mr. Paul Schulze
Ms. Charles A. Willmowsky
Mr. Willard Grayson Smythe
Mrs. Frances A. Barouchy
Mr. Kenneth Nesb
Mr. Sidney S. Lovitz

LIST OF AWARDS

William O. Goodman awards:
$50 to Rudolf Franz for individual group
$25 to Emanuel Jacobson for creative composition
$15 to Bill Galpin for individual group
$10 to Katherine O’Brien for water color

Municipal Art League awards:
$5 to Mike Gamboni for outstanding piece
$15 to Antonio Garcia for oil painting
$5 to Betty Rensick for individual group

Art Institute Alumni award:
$25 to Aaron Lebedinsky for composition

Address to Stanley S. Leader, Chairman of Exhibition, Benton Harbor, Michigan, for information regarding traveling exhibition.

No. 11. Mike Gamboni—Late for press
EXHIBITORS

1. Beiler, Zoe
2. Burns, Herman
3. Doennecke, Dorothy
4. Ebersole, Mabel
5. Franz, Rudolf
6. Galpin, Bill
7. Garcia, Antonia E.
8. Hancock, Betsy
9. Jones, Dan
10. Jacobson, Emanuel
11. Keeler, Harold
12. Lebedinsky, Aaron
13. Lorber, Victor
14. Lovitz, Sydney S.
15. O'Brien, Catherine
16. Peters, Marjorie
17. Poe, Francis
18. Resnick, Betty
19. Shilds, Lois
20. Spongberg, Grace
21. Wong, Kam Young